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▪ Costa Rica: Renewed attempts to meet IMF conditions will bring further protests

▪ Cambodia: Distrust between Phnom Penh and Washington is growing

▪ Argentina: Tax and monetary measures will fail to stimulate economic recovery

▪ Mexico: Referendum go-ahead on prosecuting ex-presidents adds to polarisation

▪ Kyrgyzstan: Election upset that masked lack of real change results causes chaos

Costa Rica: Renewed attempts to meet IMF conditions 

will bring further protests 

Event: Following several days of protests, on October 4 President Carlos Alvarado 

abandoned plans for spending cuts and tax rises that were intended to help secure a 1.75 

billion dollar loan from the IMF. 

Outlook: While Costa Rica has weathered the economic impact of the COVID-19 

pandemic better than some of its regional counterparts, its fiscal deficit is expected to 

reach 9.7% of GDP this year. For now, the government has stepped back from plans to 

meet the requirements for help from the Fund under its Extended Fund Facility but it will 

eventually have to take unpopular measures to secure IMF assistance. 

Analysis 

The government’s plans, presented on September 17, were intended to address a 

growing budgetary crisis. They involved spending cuts, a public sector wage freeze, 

increased income and property taxes, and new fees for banking transactions. As the 
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extent of the measures became clear, public anger grew and produced demonstrations 

that started on September 30. These saw roads and ports blocked and clashes occur 

between protesters and police. They only ended with the call on October 4 from President 

Alvarado for a "national dialogue to resolve the economic emergency the country faces". 

Costa Rican governments have long struggled to introduce fiscal reforms, and further 

protests are likely when the current administration tries again.. 
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Cambodia: Distrust between Phnom Penh and 

Washington is growing 
  

 

  

Event: On October 4, Phnom Penh confirmed that last month it demolished a US-built 

facility at the Ream naval base which has left Washington worried about rising Chinese 

influence. 

 

Outlook: Cambodia is more likely to give Beijing visiting rights to Ream than allow a 

permanent Chinese presence there, but even this would be enough to alarm the United 

States. While Cambodia maintains that it is free to develop the base as it sees fit and that 

the building will be relocated, the surreptitious way in which it razed the US-funded facility 

will only increase mistrust between Washington and Phnom Penh as Cambodia's tilt to 

China becomes more pronounced. 

 

Analysis 
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On October 2, a Washington-based think tank released images of Ream showing the 

demolition, raising consternation at the Pentagon about Cambodia's intentions. Since 

2018, the US government has expressed concern that Cambodia has secretly agreed to 

host Chinese military assets and personnel. Phnom Penh denies this, pointing out that the 

Cambodian constitution disallows foreign bases. It also rejects reports that China is 

helping with Ream's development. However, last year it turned down US funds earmarked 

for refurbishing part of the base. 

  
  

 

  

Argentina: Tax and monetary measures will fail to 

stimulate economic recovery 
  

 

  

Event: Economy Minister Martin Guzman announced a package of measures on October 

1 that are meant to boost exports and international reserves. 

 

Outlook: With the trade surplus expected to exceed 17 billion dollars this year, the 

government is focusing on the external sector as a driver of recovery. However, the 

proposed measures will fall far short of either stimulating exports or shoring up falling 

reserves. 

Analysis 

Export taxes will be reduced until the end of 2020, in part to encourage sales of the 

remainder of the 2019 soybean harvest, estimated to be worth more than seven billion 

dollars. Taxes on mining exports will be cut from 12% to 8%, while those on industrialised 

products will be reduced or eliminated. The government also plans to expedite tax rebates 

to small farmers and offer tax benefits to boost investment in the construction sector, 

together with a fiduciary fund to facilitate mortgage lending that has yet to be established. 

In a related move, the central bank is raising its overnight rate from 19% to 24% while 

eliminating its current 'uniform devaluation mechanism', which will reduce its dollar 

outflows but may increase exchange rate volatility.  
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Mexico: Referendum go-ahead on prosecuting ex-

presidents adds to polarisation    
  

 

  

Event: The Supreme Court ruled on October 1 that President Andres Manuel Lopez 

Obrador (AMLO)’s proposal to hold a referendum on whether former presidents can be 

tried on corruption charges was constitutional. 

Outlook: The Court’s decision will raise serious doubts about the impartiality of the justice 

system and increase concerns regarding AMLO's influence over nominally independent 

institutions. A new referendum vote in 2021 will put further pressure on the electoral 

authorities, which are already under financial strain heading into one of Mexico's busiest-

ever election years. 

Analysis 

AMLO’s proposal has already polarised public opinion and has now won a bare minimum 

in the Supreme Court with the backing of six of its eleven judges. Supporters stress the 

importance of holding past presidents to account while critics claim that it undermines key 

principles of justice, such as the presumption of innocence. While AMLO intended the 

referendum to be directed at his five most recent predecessors, the judges altered his 

proposed question, removing any reference to specific individuals. It is not yet clear 

whether his preferred timing for the vote, which would be at the same time as the country's 

mid-term elections in June, will be permitted but the referendum is now likely to be held at 

some point in 2021. 
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Kyrgyzstan: Election upset that masked lack of real 

change results causes chaos    
  

 

  

Event: The elections held on October 4 resulted in a complete upset in which most 

current parties, including the previously ruling Social Democrats, lost their seats to two 

new parties but the electoral authorities subsequently annulled the results after protests. 

Outlook: The sudden climbdown by President Sooronbay Jeenbekov, who is calling a 

meeting of all 16 parties in the country to decide next steps, implies that the two new 

parties engaged in sufficient fraud to skew the outcome; admitting this will be 

embarrassing. Jeenbekov will hope this uprising is different from the 2005 and 2010 

revolutions and will be manageable if the losing parties just want a fairer share of power 

(and access to resources), not political change. 

Analysis 

Preliminary figures for the parties contesting the election showed the two new parties, 

Birimdik and Mekenim Kyrgyzstan, each with close to 25% of the vote and the two other 

parties with much smaller percentages. Although new parties, both are very connected to 

the current elite. Birimdik has Asylbek Jeenbekov, the brother of Kyrgyz President 

Sooronbay Jeenbekov, as a leading member, suggesting it is intended to replace the 

imploded Social Democrats as the party of power. One of the main figures behind 

Mekenim Kyrgyzstan is Iskender Matraimov, brother of Rayimbek Matraimov, regarded as 

one of Kyrgyzstan's most powerful men. Protests against an election that appeared to 

provide change but left the current elite in power began with small peaceful protests, but 

on October 5 crowds gathered as police used water cannon and tear gas against them, 

with some pushing their way into the empty parliament building and others going to the 

state intelligence agency to force the release of former President Almazbek Atambayev. 
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